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ABSTRACT 
With worldwide increasing shares of electricity generated by wind energy converters (WECs), their influence on the mains 

stability and contribution to reliable energy supply becomes more and more relevant. The system management of WECs has great 

influence on the power yield and the damping/amplification of wind-caused power fluctuations. The results show that the 

stochastic dynamic optimization control combines very high energy yield with the highest damping of fluctuations.  Hence, grid 

friendly and energetic aspects can be best achieved by implementing the stochastic dynamic optimization control in wind energy 

converters. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
WIND ENERGY conversion is subject to two major restrictions from its power source, which is the wind 

mass’s kinetic energy. Generally, the availability of wind energy supply cannot be controlled like energy 
conversion from fossil sources; furthermore, wind energy underlies a stochastic fluctuating behavior, whereby 
the location has great influence on fluctuation characteristics. These fluctuations cause dynamic power 
oscillations in the wind energy converter’s (WEC) power drain. In particular, at locations with highly turbulent 
wind characteristics, critical load peaks might occur in the WEC plant. They propagate from the wind rotor to 
the connected electrical grid and cause premature damage in mechanical components, thermal overloads in 
electrical components, as well as voltage variations in the mains power supply.  

Their grid impact increases with rising connected power of single plants or wind parks. In principle, 
variable-speed WECs provide the technical possibility to reduce the cumulative load in the power drain and the 
influence on the mains power supply grid. Therefore, specially designed automatic controls and operation 
management are required to run the appliance. The automatic controls are reference variable controls, which set 
the system to the optimal operating point. The main task of the operation management is to force a power or 
rotor speed set point for the momentarily operation condition. For the owner of WECs or wind parks, the 
foremost interest is to sell as much energy as possible regardless on their grid influence.  

At the same time, the grid operator prefers a smooth power delivery to keep the grid influence at a low 
level. Just in recent years, more regulations have been passed to control the grid influence from WEC’s. 

 
II. Wind-Energy-Conversion System: 

The WEC can be described by the energy conversion chain. The wind rotor converts the air mass’s kinetic 
energy into mechanical (rotating) energy. The drive shaft transfers this rotating energy to the electrical 
generator. Most WEC uses gear boxes to match the operating speed of the wind rotor and the generator. The 
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electrical energy is then fed into the electrical grid. The generator can be directly connected to the mains power 
supply, or power converter systems can provide the coupling of the generator and the electrical grid (Fig. 1) [1]. 

From the system side of view, the requirements are high system efficiency, long life cycle, and high 
appliance availability. 

In addition, the application-specific requirements are maximum energy yield, low influence on the grid, and 
low strain/stress in the power drain.  

 

 
Fig. 1: Exemplary configuration of a variable-speed WEC [9]. 

 
The air mass’s kinetic energy has a specific power Pwind that is characterized by the air mass density ρA, 

the surface area of the  wind flow AR, and the wind speed w. It can be described by the following formula: 
 

Pwind=                                      (1) 

 
Keep in mind the cubic influence of the wind speed on the wind power. 
To gain the maximum energy yield the wind rotor has to operate at highest efficiency. The aerodynamic 

efficiency is expressed by the cP coefficient, which determines the amount of power extracted (PRotor) from the 
wind crossing the rotor area 

 
CP=                                                   (2) 

 
According to Betz [2], the maximum cP value is cP,Betz = 0.59. The efficiency of wind rotors strongly 

depends on the airfoil angle of incidence. To take into account the rotational speed of the wind rotor and the 
wind speed, the resulting angle of incidence is indicated by λ. λ is called the tip speed ratio and describes the 
relation of the wind rotor tip speed to the wind speed 

 

λ= =                                                 (3) 

 
The variables are defined as: 
u : tip speed, 
w : wind speed, 
R : radius of wind rotor, 
nR : rotational speed of wind rotor, 
Wind rotors are usually described by the cP over λ curve. For easy understanding, the cP –λ curve can be 

transformed into a rotor power over rotational speed (n) curve. From this curve (Fig. 2), the rotational speed for 
maximum power conversion can be determined according to the wind speed. The wind rotor’s operation point in 
the characteristic power map changes with each change of wind speed, e.g., from point 1 to point 2 in Fig. 2 for 
a change in wind speed (w) from 10 to 12 m/s. Therefore, the controller has to adapt the rotor speed for 
maximum power output from point 2 to point 3, causing additional undesired torque and power alterations under 
certain conditions. In order to gain advantage of this special characteristic, the WEC must be able to operate at 
variable speed. This demands a special structure of the generator grid coupling. The main task is the decoupling 
of the generator rotational speed from the grid voltage frequency. In Fig. 1, an example of a variable speed 
WEC’s structure is shown, where a dc link connects the generator to the grid. In [3], a general overview of WEC 
grid integration is given .generator torque leads to an acceleration of the drive train, and a lower torque leads to 
a slow down. The controlled variable of the system management depends on the executed control method. 
Generally, single-variable control methods follow different goals, like maximum power yield, low torque 
oscillations, or low power-output fluctuations. The system management is also responsible for the overall 
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operation of the plant, like the run-up procedure, emergency shut down, etc. In the following, the four different 
control methods analyzed in this paper are described. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2: Power map example of a wind rotor 
 

III. Aims Of The Control Task: 
Variable speed operation allows part of the wind rotor energy to be transiently stored in the rotating mass. 

For every operation state x(nR, w), it is the system management’s task to give a desired value Pref for the 
electrical power output and Id,ref for the dc-link current. Here there are two objectives to fulfil: 

- the most constant power output of the wind energy converter possible and 
- the least possible deviation from the optimal power coefficient cP,opt 
To gauge the adherence to these objectives two indices are introduced: 
- deviation from the average power is  characterised by 
 

P_index = =                          (4) 

with the electrical power Pi=Ui·Id,i, for measurements at time i as well the average electrical power output 
 

                                            (5)  

   The dc-link current is represented by Id, and Ud represents the dc-link voltage, which is assumed to be 
constant. 

- deviation from cP,opt is measured by  
 

CP _index=                                    (6) 

 
The smaller the indices, the better the objectives are adhered to. Therefore, the weighted sum 
 

q=g. P_index – (1-g). CP _index                                 (7) 
 
 must be minimized, where 0<g<1. 
 
An obvious approach is the implementation of a fixed formula for Id,ref(nR, w); however, in practice this 

procedure has some disadvantages. In order to optimally adapt the formula to local wind dynamics, its 
parameters must be determined from extensive measurements before constructing the installation. Furthermore, 
firmly set values cannot take into account seasonal and daily differences in wind behaviour. 

With consideration of the required computing power, the system management and the algorithm 
respectively, have to be designed in such a manner, that the complexity of used hardware is kept at a low grade, 
despite real time conditions. With this aspect, procedures that use an extrapolation of wind speed and then 
determine Id,i through non-linear optimization from (7), prove to be too computationally intensive. 
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IV. Stochastic Dymamic Optimisation Algorithm: 
A reasonable approach for the given task is stochastic dynamic optimization with iterative adaptive wind 

speed probability distribution, given the general name of “iterative self  adapting system management” (ISSM). 
For that purpose the wind energy converter is understood to be a stochastic process. 

The state variable of the process are nR,i and wi. The transition (nR,i, wi)->(nR,i+1, wi+1) is influenced by the 
winds stochastic turbulence, the set point value of the dc-link current Id,ref as a controlling value of the process 
control, as well as the resulting change in rotational speed of the wind energy converter. The turbulence value z 
indicates the wind-speeds relative change: 

 
Zi=                                             (8) 

 
Fig. 3 schematically shows the wind energy converter as a stochastic process with the system management 

determining the set points. The state values of the process are the wind speed w and rotational speed nR, of 
which only the rotational speed is influenced by the wind energy converter. The wind speed is subject to a 
stochastic disturbance z. The dc-link current Id,ref serves as a controlled variable (reference variable) 
determined by analyzing the control structure. The control structure is not static, but continually updated, 
noticeably slower than the power set point. Therefore statistical data of the wind speed and dc-link are gathered 
during operation. 

 
 

Fig. 3: Layout of the StoDO control [9]. 
 
The wind energy converter’s power equilibrium is used to describe the rotational speed change. The 

dynamical change of energy in the rotating masses Erot is equal to the difference between the power absorbed 
by the wind rotor PR, and the generator’s mechanical power input PG: 

 

=                                  

 
Included are: 
 

(t)= (t)= (t)              

(t)  and                                               (9) 

(t) 

 
The following variables are defined as: 
JR : power train inertia, 
ωR : radian frequency of the rotor, 
ηm : mechanical efficiency of the wind-energy-converter, 
ρL : air density, 
ηG : efficiency of the generator, 
Ud : dc-link voltage, 
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This leads to the following differential equation: 
 

4π (t)-         (10) 

 

(t)-    

    
Where by it is understood that nR(t) ≠ 0, and w(t) ≠ 0. This is a first order non-linear differential equation 

for nR. Since, as a rule, cP(λ) in particular only exists in the form of a numerical calculated characteristic curve, 
it is not absolutely solvable. In the following, therefore, f(nR,i, wi, Id,i) is signified as an approximation for nR,i+1. 
An analysis of the emerged errors shows that a first order approximation already yields usable values (margin of 
error usually < 2%). Such a usable approximation can be achieved from, for example, the Euler algorithm  

 
f(nR,i, Vi , Id ,i)= . 

 
With terms from Operations Research [11], on which this algorithm is based, deviations from the current’s 

average value and from the optimal power coefficient are shown as costs. With that in mind, the cost function 
can be defined, in which the influence of the operation state (nR, w), the dc-link current Id, and a disturbance z in 
(8) are specified: 

 

 

                      (11) 

 
Because of the stochastic turbulence it is not always possible to keep the cost function to a minimum. 

Therefore, it is important to minimize time related costs, i.e. the expected value of the costs sum 
 

          (12) 
 

is to be minimized, where the expected value is generated from all z with K as the process stop time. Here 
the system should not be brought into its final state, but rather should be allowed to run, without a time limit or 
final condition that must be reached. That is to say that the time horizon is infinite. 

In this case, it is possible to determine the time-invariant control structure [13]. It is necessary for the 
algorithms convergence that the probability distribution of the wind speed disturbance is time-invariant. This 
can be assumed in the above case since convergence, a constant control structure, is only strived for when the 
frequency distribution is time invariant. If the probability distribution changes, then the control procedure will 
converge with a new adapted control structure. An iterative adaptive optimization procedure is, in the sense of 
the above listed objectives, advantageous. 

For the expected residual cost Jk, 
                  

         (13) 
 

 the expected values accumulate until the final state with a given current set point Id, ref(κ), κ=k, ... K-1. 
The infinite sum in (13) can be solved by using optimization. The minimal expected residual costs are 

shown with 
, 

(k) 

 
 
as expected residual costs for an optimal control structure. 
Then optimization delivers 
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=       (14) 

That is to say, that the minimization is reduced with a single step. The process depends on the repeated use 
of saved values V(nR, w) independent from k, instead of values V(nR,w, k). That way V(nR, w) is iteratively 
improved for all (nR,w). This leads, however, to an unlimited increase of V(nR, w),since V(nR, w) in (14) is 
always increased by positive values and φ does not approach 0. Therefore a weighted sum is introduced in (14):        

  
= 

        (15) 
 
with 0< ζ <1. 
Thereby the factor ζ can be chosen freely. It indicates how strongly the costs of the current condition 

φ(nR(k), w(k), 
Id,ref(k), z(k)) take effect in the newly calculated residual costs V(nR(k), w(k)) [10]. The weighted factor 

therewith influences how quickly the residual costs and therefore the control structure changes. In practice, this 
means that the pace at which the system management of the wind energy converter adapts to different wind 
conditions (i.e. a changed frequency distribution) can be set with the value ζ. The value Id, ref, for which the 
expected value in (15) is minimal, is saved in the control structure Rg (nR, w). 

The minimum in (15) can be found through discretization with a finite search. Since the up-to-date 
calculated expected residual costs contain information from the past, the old value of V(nR, w) can be 
overwritten with a newly calculated one. Therefore, the time parameter k can be eliminated, and the memory 
demand reduced. V(nR, w) is saved as a table for the discrete time and amplitude values of nR and w, and if 
need be, linearly interpolated. In order to reduce computational overhead, the search will only be extended to a 
certain dc-link Idref for which the approximate ascertained rotational speed for that state is contained in the 
technical limits. In this manner a rotational speed limit is simultaneously realized through the electrical reaction 
torque. 

 
IV Proposed Method: 

 
Fig. 4: Proposed multilevel inverter 

 
In proposed method cascaded multilevel inverter topology is shown in fig 4, each separate DC source is 

connected to different H-bridge stages. Each H-Bridge can generate three different voltage levels +VDC,0,-
VDC.The number of output voltage levels in a cascaded inverter is given by m=2s+1, where‘s’ is the number of 
separate dc sources. Figure 4 shows the typical cascaded multilevel inverter topology. Hence by increasing the 
number of levels the harmonic content is reduced and at the same time output power is increased further. 
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V.Simulation Results: 
 

 
 

Fig. 5: Simulation output of multilevel StoDo contrpl 
 
In Multilevel Stochastic Dynamic Optimization Control wind speed ws is varying from 6 m/s to 9 m/s and 

for average input power of 3 m/s the average output power obtained are 5.5 m/s. Here, 2 level inverter is 
replaced by multilevel level inverter by replacing 2 level inverter with multilevel level inverter the output power 
is increased, Harmonic content is reduced and efficiency is improved .Fig 5 shows the simulated output of 
multilevel StODO control 

 
Conclusion: 

The investigations have shown that the control methods of WEC have great influence on their characteristic 
behavior. The energy yield and the fluctuation of the output power of five different control methods have been 
evaluated. The StoDO control shows the best performance in this analysis. Hence, the StoDO control combines 
the desired performance of high energy yield and low generator output-power fluctuation. By using multilevel  
inverter the output power is increased and Harmonic content is reduced. Hence ,grid friendly and energetic 
aspects is achieved by implementing the stochastic dynamic optimization control in wind energy converter. 
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